
Worksheet

Zhong Yang’s Words and Deeds

Quote 1
Scientific research itself is a challenge to humans, but

challenges always coincide with opportunities.

Deed/Deeds

Attitude

Quality/Qualities

Notes
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Quote 2

Tibetan students have an amazing natural laboratory on their

doorstep, but I found they are just not that interested in

science as far as I can tell. I want to inspire students and

cultivate a scientific spirit among them as there are still

places in Tibet that have not been explored.

Deed/Deeds

Attitude

Quality/Qualities

Notes
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Quote 3

I have never regretted being a scientist. Imagine what you do

today will benefit many people, even after you die.

Everything difficult is worth the price.

Deed/Deeds

Attitude

Quality/Qualities

Notes
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Worksheet (with possible answers)

Zhong Yang’s Words and Deeds

Quote 1
Scientific research itself is a challenge to humans, but challenges
always coincide with opportunities.

Deed/Deeds

The challenges facing Zhong Yang and how Zhong Yang met those
challenges during his scientific work.
Zhong Yang’s contribution (the building of a large collection of seeds
in Tibet).

Attitude Opportunities can be found in challenges.

Quality/Qualities optimistic, wise

Notes

Quote 2

Tibetan students have an amazing natural laboratory on their
doorstep, but I found they are just not that interested in science as far
as I can tell. I want to inspire students and cultivate a scientific spirit
among them as there are still places in Tibet that have not been
explored.

Deed/Deeds
Helping improve education in Tibet.
Developing educational programmes of study in science in Tibet.

Attitude Improving education in Tibet is a meaningful job.

Quality/Qualities passionate, curious, caring, helpful

Notes

Quote 3
I have never regretted being a scientist. Imagine what you do today
will benefit many people, even after you die. Everything difficult is
worth the price.

Deed/Deeds
What Zhong Yang did as a scientist and an educator.
Working in Tibet for 16 years.

Attitude His work was beneficial and worthwhile.

Quality/Qualities loving, responsible

Notes
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